OASIS Transformational Government Framework
 Technical Committee 
Meeting 19 May 2011

Attendees: John Borras (JB), Peter Brown (PB), Nig Greenaway (NG), Colin Wallis (CW), (TH), Arnaud Martens (AM), Gershon Janssen (GJ), Joe Wheeler (JW)
Observers:  Dave Ings
Apologies: Oliver Bell (OB), Chris Parker (CP)

	WELCOME AND ROLL CALL

JB opened the meeting and took the roll call.  Although not quorate at the start, the meeting did achieve quorum by its conclusion.

	MINUTES OF LAST MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING

The copy of the minutes of the last meeting as distributed for this meeting were approved.  
The actions from the last meeting have been dealt with as follows:
GJ to post a note to the list of relevant recent OECD activity – action carried forward.
	JB to pursue with WB their interest in supporting the Moldova government – JB has contacted WB who have replied that the Moldova project is on a very tight timetable and there is not the opportunity for them to embrace the TGF.  However the WB will continue to look for opportunities in other countries.  JB will maintain contact with them.
	PB to progress the production of the OASIS Standard by convening a working call to review his recommendations for pattern languages and agreeing the allocation of work – action carried forward.
PB to order an OASIS Standard template from OASIS admin – action completed.
PB to liaise with CP and propose a way forward on each of the open Issues in time for the next meeting – action carried forward.

	 THE TGF PATTERN LANGUAGES

PB reported on his current work on producing the TGF standard which is focused around the use of Pattern Languages.  Unfortunately the initial draft document he had posted to KAVI had got lost and hence members had not had chance to review it.  PB gave a brief overview of what he has produced.  He has identified 34 potential Patterns and these have been listed in the appropriate OASIS template.  The next steps are to approve the structure of the new PL document and to complete the text of each PL.  Volunteers are required to help with this task and it was agreed that a working call would be scheduled for Tuesday 24th May to progress this work. 

	ISSUES LIST

PB has not been able to make any progress on reviewing the open Issues and he will attempt to liaise with CP and JB in the next few days and propose a way forward on each of the open Issues.

	LIASIONS and MARKETING 

Members reported on a number of presentations they have made in recent weeks:
	NG presented to the UK CTO Council and whilst there was general acceptance and understanding of the TG approach some of the underlying messages of eGov failures were disputed.
	GJ reported on two presentations he had made. One to the EC’s ISA Architectural workshop in Brussels and another at an eGov event in Slovenia.  Both had been well received and there was significant interest from a number of participants.

CW had included a reference to the TGF in his presentation to the eIdentity conference in Germany.
JB reported that he would be attending a conference in Budapest at the beginning of June.  The conference is part of Hungary’s presidency of the EU and the invitation to attend has been arranged by Eris@.

	ANY OTHER BUSINESS


6.1 Business Case flyer
JB referred to the draft Business Case flyer he had produced.  So far no comments had been received and he asked for general views on its format and structure as well as detailed comments.

6.2 Primer Translations
AM raised the question of translating the Primer into a number of foreign languages and suggested that as well as the Primer, it would be worthwhile translating the TGF Wiki site and also the TGF Wikipedia entry.  It was agreed that AM/PB/GJ would meet in Brussels adjacent to the Digital Agenda conference to plan this work.

	DATE AND LOCATION OF NEXT MEETING

The date of the next meeting was confirmed as 16th June 2011 commencing at 19.30 CEST.  JB will post the dial-in number when the agenda is issued.

Actions:
	GJ to post a note to the list of relevant recent OECD activity.
	PB to progress the production of the OASIS Standard by convening a working call on 24th May to review his initial draft pattern languages and agreeing the allocation of work.
	PB to liaise with CP and JB and propose a way forward on each of the open Issues in time for the next meeting.   

All members to provide feedback to JB on his draft Business Case flyer.
	AM/PB/GJ to meet in Brussels to agree the way forward on the translation work.

